
Artful Couching 

               

Full day class on piecing this square within a square background then learning the art of couching with 
yarns to create texture, flow and extra pizzazz. A smaller or simpler version of this quilt, such as a table 
runner, can be made if the student wishes.  Below is also an example of a 14”x14” raindrop quilt which 
is totally fused rather than pieced if this is your preference.  The first half of class will be spent creating 
the background quilt on which we will then couch our designs in the second half of the class.  This class 
will show you the many ways to use couching for definition and sparkle, by incorporating a variety of 
cording, yarns and metallic threads in your work. 

 

 

 



Supply List: 

Square Within a Square Quilt – bring an assortment of coordinating fabrics, preferably precut into 2.5” 
strips.  Your blocks will each be made of 2 (2.5”x6.5”) rectangles and 3 (2.5”x2.5”) squares.  Just bring a 
jelly roll in your favorite color combo if you are pressed for time.   

Batting and backing.  

Thread in assorted colors for piecing. 

Raindrop Quilt – bring an assortment of coordinating fabric scraps in a variety of sizes and shapes.  This 
quilt is a great way to use up old leftover fabrics.  Batting and backing.  Thread for quilting. 

Reynolds Parchment Paper from your supermarket.  (Do not bring cheap dollar store parchment paper – 
it doesn’t work).   Alternatively, if you have a Goddess Sheets (available on Amazon) you may bring 
those for fusing. 

Misty Fuse, also available on Amazon.  I will have precut packages of this for sale, as well. 

 

For making both – 

Rotary mat & rotary cutter 

Ruler 

Scissors 

Pins 

YLI Corporation Wonder Invisible Thread Size .004 1,500 Yds: Clear- for your bobbin. I will have a few 
available for sale. 

Madeira Super Twist #30 weight metallic thread. (Available from madeiramart.com) I will have an 
assortment for sale. 

Pellon® 360 EZ-Stitch® Tear-Away Stabilizer, 1 – 3 yards.  I will have some for sale. 

Portable Sewing Machine in good working order, machine manual, tools and accessories with normal 
quilting foot and open embroidery foot (Bernina #20) or braiding foot (Bernina #21) 

Knee lift, if you have one 

Size #90/14 Topstitch needle for your sewing machine. 

Fat straw (pick one up at Starbucks) 

Masking tape 

Soup size plastic bowl to hold your yarn. 



Fray Check 

Assorted yarns and cording in colors to coordinate with your project.  Worsted weight yarn is best but 
you may use almost any weight and style of yarn.  I like to use yarns with a bit of sparkle in them when I 
can find them.  I will have a limited amount of yarn for sale. 

Optional: check with your organization to see if you may bring your own personal iron and ironing 
surface.  If you plan to fuse (the raindrop quilt) irons can get very sticky.  It’s a good idea to bring an iron 
cleaning product along in case you accidentally get fusible on an iron. 

Items I will have available for sale: 

I will accept cash, checks or credit cards. 

Fabric packs of 2.5” strips (half jelly roll size)- $15 

Misty Fuse – 20”x 90” packs - $10 

Madeira Super Twist #30 weight thread – 1100 spools $10 each 

A limited amount of assorted yarns 

Pellon® 360 EZ-Stitch® Tear-Away Stabilizer - $4 per yard 

Limited amount of YLI Corporation Wonder Invisible Thread Size .004 1,500 Yds - $4 


